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The well-rounded, well-built Ford Focus stands as one of the top choices in an increasingly
competitive segment. Debuting more than a decade ago, the original Ford Focus impressed us
with its performance, value and versatility. It really was a keen choice for a small car. But as the
years went on, the Focus became less desirable as newer and more refined small cars were
introduced. Thankfully, Ford completely revamped the Focus last year, bringing about a
much-improved interior, higher fuel economy and new features. As such, the Ford Focus stands
as one of the best small cars you can buy. All the boxes are checked here, as the Focus offers
eye-catching styling, sedan or hatchback body styles, a comfortable and well-trimmed cabin,
refined performance, high fuel economy and a wealth of available convenience features. Add in
a wide range of trim levels that include all-electric and high-performance variants and it's easy
to see why this is one of our favorite small cars. As far as those available features, they rival
those you'd usually find only in much more expensive models, and they range from a rearview
camera to an automated parallel parking system that can neatly slip the car into a curbside spot
without the driver ever touching the steering wheel. There's an abundance of "infotainment"
features as well, such as the Sync voice control system and the MyFord Touch configurable
control screens. These systems have taken a hit from a usability perspective, and although Ford
has improved these systems through software updates, they do remain rather complicated.
There's more high-tech in the form of the Focus Electric, which is strictly battery-powered like
Nissan's Leaf. Propelled by a kilowatt horsepower electric drive motor and fueled by a 23kWh
lithium-ion battery pack, the Focus Electric can be recharged in about four hours from a volt
power source, which is about the same amount of time as this year's updated Leaf. Owners can
also keep tabs on their electric Focus' charging state via smartphone integration. The Ford
Focus nonetheless has some serious competition in the form of the well-made Chevrolet Cruze ,
stylish Hyundai Elantra and well-rounded Mazda 3. Yet even in this solid grouping, the Ford
Focus impresses by being a sophisticated, highly refined and fun-to-drive small car that earns
one of the highest compliments we can pay a car -- it looks and feels as if it should be priced
higher. The Ford Focus is a compact car that's available in sedan and four-door hatchback body
styles. The high-performance Focus ST is reviewed separately. The S model, which is only
offered as a sedan, comes with inch steel wheels; keyless entry; air-conditioning; power front
windows, power locks and mirrors; a height-adjustable driver seat; a tilt-and-telescoping
steering wheel and a four-speaker sound system with a CD player and auxiliary audio jack.
Move up to the SE and you get inch steel wheels, automatic headlights, cruise control, power
rear windows, a trip computer, a six-speaker sound system, Ford's Sync voice-activated phone
and audio player interface, and steering-wheel-mounted audio controls. A number of optional
packages are available for the SE. The SE Appearance package adds inch alloy wheels, rear
disc brakes, the automatic transmission, ambient interior lighting, foglamps, a six-way power
driver seat, leather upholstery, a rear center armrest and satellite radio. The SE Winter package
adds heated mirrors and front seats. Optional only on the SE sedan is a Super Fuel Economy
SFE package, which adds inch steel wheels with aero wheel covers, low-rolling-resistance tires,
rear disc brakes and a rear spoiler. Also optional is the MyFord Touch package, which includes
an 8-inch touchscreen display, a speaker Sony sound system, a navigation system and
dual-zone automatic climate control. The Titanium Handling package adds inch wheels, an
upgraded sport-tuned suspension, a full-size spare and summer tires. The navigation system is
optional for the Titanium. A sunroof is optional for the SE and Titanium. The Titanium can be
had with an automated parallel-parking system. The Focus Electric BEV is equipped similarly to
the Titanium, although leather upholstery and the power driver seat are optional. The Electric
gets exclusive xenon headlamps and LED taillamps as standard. The front-wheel-drive Ford
Focus has a 2. Entry-level S and SE models get a five-speed manual transmission standard,
while a six-speed automatic transmission that Ford has dubbed "Powershift" technically, it's a
dual-clutch automated manual is optional. The automatic comes standard on the Titanium,
though the manual transmission is still available. In Edmunds performance testing, a Focus
Titanium with the automatic went from zero to 60 mph in 8. With the manual, that drops to 8. The
Focus Electric has a kilowatt hp electric drive motor that draws power from a 23kWh lithium-ion
battery pack. For reference, the Leaf has an kW motor and a 24kWh battery. Power is applied to
the front wheels through a single-speed direct-drive transmission. But as with all electric cars,
actual performance will be highly dependent on driving style and environment. With a volt home
charger, Ford says the Electric can be recharged in 4 hours. In Edmunds performance testing,
the Electric went from zero to 60 mph in 9. The Ford Focus gets a long list of important safety
features as standard equipment, including antilock brakes rear drums on S and SE; rear discs
on others , stability control, front side airbags and side curtain airbags. The Ford Sync system,
which is available on all Focus models, also includes an emergency crash notification feature
that automatically dials when paired with a compatible cell phone. Ford's MyKey system, which

can be used to set certain parameters for teen drivers, is standard on every Focus except the S
sedan. In Edmunds brake testing, a Focus Titanium with the Handling package and summer
tires came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, an expected distance for a small car with summer tires,
but impressive nonetheless, as few competitors offer a summer tire option. A Focus with the
SFE package stopped in feet, which is impressive considering its low-rolling-resistance tires. A
regular Focus SE with rear disc brakes and standard all-season tires stopped in a
below-average feet. The Electric took feet. In government crash testing, the Focus received four
out of five stars for overall crash protection, with four stars for overall frontal impact protection
and five stars for overall side impact protection. The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety
awarded the Focus its highest possible rating of "Good" in the frontal-offset, side and roof
strength tests. The Ford Focus feels like a European car in the way it's been tuned to provide
both sharp handling and a refined ride. There's very little body roll in corners, while the sharp,
communicative steering is a revelation given that it's electrically assisted. The Focus is a fun
car to drive, especially with the Titanium Handling package. The 2. The five-speed manual
transmission works well enough and gives the car a sportier feel, though we found ourselves
wishing for a sixth gear on the highway. The automatic has that extra gear, though buyers
should note that it's technically a dual-clutch automated manual and behaves differently from a
traditional automatic, occasionally rolling slightly back on hills or being reluctant to creep
forward when parking. Some will file this as an annoying deal-breaker while others will consider
it different but worth the fuel economy and acceleration benefits that come with it. You won't
find such issues with the Ford Focus Electric. Its electric motor and direct-drive transmission
result in a smooth power delivery. Acceleration is impressive at low speeds, but tapers off
considerably. Ford put in extra effort at making the Focus Electric quiet, and indeed this is one
of the quietest small cars you'll find. Handling is noticeably dulled compared to a non-Electric
Focus, but compared to other electric vehicles, the Focus Electric makes a good showing. While
the handsome exterior of the Focus might be what initially sets the hook, it's the upscale
passenger cabin that will reel you in. The interior is attractive and quiet, and the materials are
best-in-class. However, the layout of gauges and controls is a little complicated even on lower
trim levels. The optional MyFord Touch system, with its large central display and two smaller
gauge-cluster displays, provides some neat customization possibilities. But in real-world
operation, we've found that the virtual buttons are difficult to identify at a glance, and too often
get pressed accidentally or fail to respond properly. Make sure to try it out on a test-drive. At the
very least, though, technologies like MyFord Touch, Sync, HD radio and the available automatic
parking system set the Focus apart from the pack. The front seats are supportive and
comfortable over long distances. The rear seats offer adequate headroom, but come up a little
short on legroom when compared with larger competitors. The sedan's Official cargo
dimensions for the Focus Electric haven't been released, but the rear battery pack does take up
much of the luggage area. Don't expect to fit much more than a duffel bag or two. Available
styles include SE 4dr Sedan 2. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out
what other owners paid for the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most
people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Infotainment controls are finicky to learn and use backseat is a little short on legroom
quirky automatic transmission response. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. For , Ford has adjusted the Focus' standard
and optional equipment, with the main changes being the discontinuation of the SEL trim level
and SE Sport package. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I bought this Focus SE hatch
new 2 years ago and have experienced zero issues with it. Interior has too much hard plastic,
but that's expected at this price. I love the cloth seats and the hatch holds tons of stuff. The
powershift automatic has unpleasant characteristics at low speeds chattering, lurching , but
works great when pressed. Ford seems to deliver the best driving compact in the segment at
this price IMHO. Hoping the reliability stays good going forward. I sold my Focus after 4 years
so this is the final review for miles of ownership. Ford rebuilt the powershift transmission which

helped, but did not eliminate the occasional shuddering issues. This is the only bad thing about
the car considering the price and only problem I encountered. The back seats are tight, but the
hatch holds plenty of cargo and the layout and controls are good. Seat comfort was great and
the car was actually pretty fun to drive. Read less. Transmission Problem Fixed! No problems at
all. We recently got 42 MPG on mile highway trip. The dual clutch transmission DCT drives like
an automatic transmission but is actually a fuel-saving automated manual transmission. Great
materials, inside and out: best in class. LLR tires by Continental handle very well. The bad: The
dual clutch transmission on this model was a shaky at first, literally. I took it to the dealer and
they replaced the clutch and the car has been running great since. Additionally, the Ford Sync
technology is faulty at best. The good: great AC and heater, comfortable front seats. Good
storage with the hatchback. Handles great, good gas mileage, good price tag. For a 4 cylinder
it's really fun to drive. Bottom line: with a different transmission I would definitely get this car.
With the current one I'm definitely thinking of selling. See all reviews of the Used Ford Focus.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars
related to the Focus. Sign Up. The Ford Focus is a well-rounded and competent small car. It's
available in a variety of flavors, including a no-frills commuter machine, a high-performance
hatchback and, yes, even as an EV. The core appeal of the Ford Focus, however, remains its
comfortable ride along with enjoyable handling and a quiet interior. We also like the the
available Sync 3 infotainment system. It's fast and powerful and supports Android Auto and
Apple CarPlay, ensuring your commute won't lack entertainment. On the downside, the Focus'
rear seating is tighter than its competitors', and the available 1. Certain rivals best the Focus in
these areas, but we think it's worth a look if you're shopping for a small sedan or hatchback.
The Ford Focus is a front-wheel-drive compact economy car that is available as a sedan or
hatchback. It comes in a variety of styles and trim levels. The core starts with the bare-bones S ,
which is followed by the budget-conscious SE , the well-equipped SEL and the top-of-the-line
Titanium. Adjacent to these trims is an electric variant that is called, simply, Electric. The
performance-oriented ST and high-performance RS , which have more powerful engines and
aggressive suspension tuning, are reviewed separately. The base S trim is available only as a
sedan and employs a 2. A five-speed manual transmission is standard, and a six-speed
automatic is optional. One step up is the SE , which is available as a hatchback or sedan. The
hatchback comes with the 2. Standard SE equipment includes inch alloy wheels, cruise control,
power rear windows, a trip computer, a front center armrest, rear air vents and a six-speaker
sound system. Available options include a Cold Weather package adds heated mirrors and
heated front seats and steering wheel. SE trims equipped with the 1. A inch wheel upgrade is
also available with this package. The SEL trim is available as a sedan or hatchback. Standard
equipment includes inch wheels, daytime running lights, foglights, a sunroof, ambient interior
lighting, dual-zone automatic climate control, rear proximity sensors, an 8-inch entertainment
screen with Sync 3 includes Android Auto and Apple CarPlay support , two USB charging ports
and a speaker Sony stereo system. Options include the aforementioned Cold Weather package
and navigation with satellite radio. The Focus Titanium has the highest level of standard
equipment. Its exterior wears a different style of inch wheel and chrome exterior trim. The
interior gets leather-trimmed seats, four-way adjustable headrests, eight-way power-adjustable
driver seat, a leather-wrapped shift knob, rear center armrest, seatback map pockets and remote
start. While the Cold Weather package is standard, an optional Titanium Technology package
adds automatic high beams, blind-spot monitoring with cross-traffic alert, and lane departure
warning. As you might guess, the hatchback-only Focus Electric is powered by an electric
motor hp, lb-ft of torque that runs through a single-speed automatic transmission.
EPA-estimated range is miles. It's equipped similarly to the Titanium trim but boasts xenon
headlights and restyled taillights. Leather-trimmed seats are optional. Each vehicle typically
comes in multiple versions that are fundamentally similar. The ratings in this review are based
on our full test of the Ford Focus SE turbo 1. Our findings remain broadly applicable to this
year's Focus. Available styles include SE 4dr Sedan 1. Doing so could save you hundreds or
thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service
reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them.
Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive
database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Ford Focus. Is it better to lease or buy a car?
Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less

expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Ford lease specials Check out Ford Focus lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Advanced driver safety aids available on top Titanium trim only. Other years.
List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Which Focus does Edmunds recommend? The
SEL hatchback with the 2. The Sync 3 infotainment system alone is almost worth the upgrade,
bringing Android Auto and Apple CarPlay integration so you can skip the optional navigation
upgrade. You'll appreciate the hatchback's dual-zone climate control, rear parking sensors and
large cargo area. The 1. Overall rating 6. Read more. Driving 7. Flooring the accelerator is often
required to keep up with traffic. The transmission is generally well-behaved. Handling is very
good for the class. Acceleration 5. Turbocharger adds a little moxie at lower engine speeds â€”
emphasis on "little. Zero to 60 mph took a leisurely Braking 7. The pedal feel is intuitive in
everyday usage, and the Focus brakes easily and reassuringly. In a simulated-panic stop from
60 mph, this example covered feet, an average performance given its economy-biased tires.
Steering 7. The Focus has light and rather numb steering good for parking , but it's also
responsive and confidence-inspiring by class standards. The car feels eager, not reluctant, to
change direction, and the steering is a big part of that. Handling 8. Body roll is notable but
expected. What's not expected is the verve of this car on a winding road. Ford has tuned the
suspension masterfully, imbuing even this economy-minded model with a playful,
light-on-its-feet character. Drivability 6. Recent revisions to the dual-clutch automatic
transmission make it feel mostly normal, but the gas pedal is clearly tuned for eking out every
last drop of gas. If you want to make meaningful progress, mashing it is your only option.
Comfort 7. The Focus sedan's compliant ride and quiet cabin make it a segment favorite for
relaxed cruising. The hard door armrests with perfunctory fabric trim detract from the
experience, but this is still one of the most comfortable cars in its price range â€” for front
passengers, at least. Seat comfort 6. The front seats are rather nondescript but prove
supportive in regular use, even on longer trips. The thinly padded armrests are disappointing.
The rear seats themselves are pleasant enough, but there's a shortage of rear legroom. Ride
comfort 8. Despite the Focus' advanced age, its suspension is quite possibly the segment's
best at absorbing imperfections. The car rarely feels unsettled. It's as if you're gliding over the
road, except there's a consistent sense of control. The Focus is a class leader in noise
insulation. Many economy cars let in ample wind and road noise, but the Focus largely keeps it
at bay. This test car did not have the engine-drone issue we noted in the manual-transmission
model. Interior 6. The stylized dashboard puts most controls close by, but the tiny central
display screen is about the same size as the trip computer. Buttons can be hard to differentiate
at a glance, while the snug back seat is bested by those of most rivals. Unlike the chassis, the
cabin is showing its age. Ease of use 6. Most controls fall readily to hand. We like the air flow
interface's human pictogram, but many buttons look the same. The central display screen is
exceptionally small, though still legible. It's functional but a bit behind the times. The doors are
tall but compact, easing access in tight spots. The front seats are mounted pleasantly high for
graceful entrances. Roominess 6. The front row has enough space for larger occupants but
adjusts well to a wide range of physiques. Rear legroom is unusually sparse for this class; most
rivals offer noticeably more. Rear headroom may also be tight for tall passengers. Visibility 7.
The thin front roof pillars afford an expansive view through turns. The view over the hood is
likewise generous. The standard rearview camera compensates for the Focus sedan's high
rump, taking the guesswork out of parking. Utility 6. Trunk capacity is slightly above average at
The rear seatbacks fold flat, but the pass-through could be more generous. Interior storage is
so-so; you'll find a place to stash your phone, but Ford doesn't make it easy. Scorecard Overall
6. Write a review See all 32 reviews. Having bought the car in March of and driven 15, miles ,
both highway and in town, we are still extremely pleased with its performance, comfort, and
trouble free performance. The automatic dct transmission performs flawlessly. Acceleration in
traffic is smooth and quick. MPG ranges from 36 to We are satisfied Ford customers. Just got
my Ford Focus SE. Its awesome. The handling the pick up the comfort just amazing. I have own
other Ford Focuses and will be staying with them. If they are well cared for they last forever.
When I traded in my older focus for this one it had over , miles and was still going strong. Love
this car for the looks and MPG. Scott M. After test driving the SE vs. SEL adds fog lights, black
bezel headlights, 17" rims that dress up the black color with black painted rims with just enough
chrome to make them look sporty, 8" touch screen sync 3, 4 wheel disc brakes, heated cloth
seats, heated steering wheel, ambient lighting that you can change the color, Sony sound
system with 10 speakers including a nice size sub-woofer in the back. The sync 3 is worth the
extra cost alone. Bought this car in black and had the side and back windows tinted to Car is
very sporty and I get compliments on it often. The ride is not harsh but stiff enough to feel

stable and safe. I can stretch out my 6' 1" frame and do not feel cramped at all. The car is not a
speed merchant by any stretch but when needed it gets the job done. I did not buy it for speed.
The mileage I get on this car far exceeds the EPA estimates. The car rides smooth for a small
car and is quiet at all speeds. Could not be happier. Read less. Well I just bought it with only 18
miles on it. Drives really good. I have no complaints so far. I really like the Focus and hope it
lasts me awhile. Will do an update later on it once I drive it some more Update : Well the car has
13, miles on it now. I am averaging about I just have the base s model with automatic
transmission. I can tell you that I miss not having a cruise control. It gets a little aggravating on
long road trips but I manage. The front seats are not the most comfortable on long trips. See all
32 reviews of the Used Ford Focus. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the Focus. Sign Up. There seems to be a problem serving
the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 2. Shop by category. More View more
categories Less View less categories. Transmission see all. Fuel see all. Body Type see all.
Engine Size see all. Vehicle Mileage see all. Less than 10, miles. More t
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han , miles. Manufacturer see all. Ford Filter Applied. Model see all. Focus Filter Applied. Model
Year see all. Colour see all. Doors see all. Condition see all. Not specified. Please provide a valid
price range. Buying format see all. All listings. Best Offer. Buy it now. Classified Ads. Item
location see all. UK Only. European Union. Delivery options see all. Free postage. Show only
see all. Returns accepted. Completed items. Sold items. Authorised seller. Authenticity verified.
More refinements More refinements Shop by Body Type. Shop by Model Year. See all - Shop by
Model Year. All Auction Buy it now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery view. List view.
Classified Ad. Collection in person. Classified Ad with Best Offer. Ford Focus 1. Ford Focus
Estate Titanium X 1. Ford Focus 2. Ford Focus Estate Diesel 66 Reg 1. Ford Focus CC 2. Ford
Focus 13 reg 1. Ford focus 1. Results pagination - page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 You may also like.
Savings are here! Get what you love for less.

